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3. Regulatory Administration: Regulatory and revenue Administration, Revenue Board: Organisation & Functions, Machinery for collection of land Revenue

4. Development Administration: Various Programmes and Approaches to Rural Development with special reference to MANERG and CAD. Role of Collector in Development Administration.

5. Indian Administration: A Futuristic Perspective.

Books Recommended

1. Ashok Chanda: Indian Administration
2. K.V.Rao: Parliamentary Democracy In India
3. M.V.Pyle: Constitutional Government In India
4. S.S.Khera: District Administration In India
5. C.P Bhambhri: Bureaucracy And Politics In India
6. C.P. Bhambrli: Public Administration In India
8. Pranavpry: Sharan: Public Administration In India
9. Avasthi & Avasthi: Public Administration In India
11. S.R. Moreschahwari: Indian Administration
12. Ramesh Appa & Rajni Goyal: Indian Public Administration
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Paper - VIII: Dissertation